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Abstract. This paper provides insight into helio-

spheric processes and galactic cosmic ray (GCR) modu-

lation occurring due to the presence of two branches of 

solar activity in this solar layer. According to the topol-

ogy of solar magnetic fields, these branches are called 

toroidal (active regions, sunspots, flares, coronal mass 

ejections, etc.) and poloidal (high-latitude magnetic 

fields, polar coronal holes, zonal unipolar magnetic re-

gions, etc.). The main cause of different manifestations 

of the two branches on the solar surface and in the heli-

osphere is the layer at the base of the heliosphere in 

which the main energetic factor is the magnetic field. 

The magnetic fields of the poloidal branch, which have 

a larger scale but a lower intensity, therefore gain an 

advantage in penetrating into the heliosphere. A connec-

tion is shown between the poloidal branch and helio-

spheric characteristics (solar wind velocity field, size of 

the heliosphere, form of the heliospheric current sheet, 

regular heliospheric magnetic field and its fluctuations) 

that, according to modern notions, determine GCR 

propagation in the heliosphere. 

Keywords: galactic cosmic rays, heliosphere, GCR 

modulation, toroidal and poloidal branches of solar activity 
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INTRODUCTION 

When describing solar cycle in the photosphere and 
lower layers of the Sun, two topologically different sys-
tems of solar magnetic fields (SMFs) are identified as: 

toroidal
tB  and poloidal

p

,rB  . These two systems are 

connected by the field of solar plasma motion, namely 
by its differential rotation, convection, etc. (see, e.g., 
[Vainstein et al., 1980; Charbonneau, 2010]). In the 
characteristics observed in the photosphere, active re-
gions with sunspots and flares, mid- and low-latitude 
unipolar magnetic regions, etc. are assigned to the toroi-
dal branch of solar magnetic fields. The poloidal branch 
includes high-latitude coronal holes, zonal unipolar 
magnetic regions, etc. (e.g., [Bruzek, Durrant, 1980; 
Mackay, Yeates, 2012]). Properties of these two SMF 
systems are substantially different. Magnetic fields of 
sunspots can generally be represented as bipolar struc-
tures with dimensions L

t
<<r, where r is the photospheric 

radius, and with the maximum strength B
t
 of the order 

of several kilogauss. Systems of magnetic fields of cor-
onal holes have large dimensions (for high-latitude ones 

L
p≥r), low mean strength B

p≈1÷10 G and are unipolar. 
The two SMF systems develop in antiphase, i.e. when 
the number and total area of sunspots with a period of 
~11 years reach a maximum, the area of polar coronal 
holes is minimum, and the strength of high-latitude 
magnetic fields reverses sign. And vice versa, when the 
coronal hole area reaches a maximum, the number and 
area of sunspots are close to zero, and the polarity of 
leading and following sunspots of bipolar structures, 

which is associated with the sign of
t

φB  of subphoto-

spheric fields, reverses sign. It should be stressed that 
both the SMF systems are essential for understanding 
solar activity variability within the framework of the 
dynamo theory [Charbonneau, 2010]. By solar cycle, its 
minima and maxima, necessity and difficulty of its pre-
diction, we, however, usually mean characteristics of 

the toroidal branch of solar activity (e.g., [Hathaway, 
2015]). This is mainly due to the much more powerful 
effects of this branch (flares, coronal mass ejections) in 
the atmospheric layers adjacent to the Sun. 

Galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) are observed in the 
outer layer of the solar atmosphere — the heliosphere, 
with the longest series of measurements of their intensi-
ty available for Earth’s orbit. Since the very discovery 
of the long-term variation in GCR intensity (the so-
called 11-year variation (see, for example, [Dorman, 
1957])), it has been formulated as a change in GCR in-
tensity in antiphase with solar cycle (that is, as usual, 
cycle of sunspot activity or toroidal branch of solar ac-
tivity). It was natural because at that time (1950s) there 
was not any specific information available on the helio-
sphere and GCR modulation in it.  

A lot has changed since then. Concepts of superson-
ic solar wind (SW) and large-scale structure of helio-
spheric magnetic fields (HMFs) have been formulated 
(references in [Parker et al., 1979; Owens, Forsyth, 
2013]), long-term measurements of SW, HMF, and 
GCR characteristics near Earth and even in the high-
latitude and interstellar transition heliospheric regions 
have been accumulated [Lazar, 2012; Balogh et al., 
2014]. In particular, it has been shown that during most 
of the solar cycle the SW velocity varies greatly with 
heliolatitude, and the heliosphere is divided by the heli-
ospheric current sheet (HCS) into two unipolar “hemi-
spheres” according to HMF direction. In the GCR anisot-
ropy and intensity, in addition to 11-year effects, 22-year 
effects have been found [Forbush, 1969; Ahluwalia, 
1979]. On the other hand, the GCR modulation theory 
has predominantly been formulated which includes ef-
fects of GCR adiabatic deceleration and convection by 
the solar wind, their diffusion in irregular HMFs, as 
well as of particle drift in nonuniform HMF [Krymskiy, 
1964; Parker, 1965; Jokipii et al., 1977]. The considera-
tion of the 11-year cycle in sunspot activity as the main 
cause of the long-term GCR intensity variations in the 
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heliosphere is still used and repeated from article to 
article (see, e.g., [Potgieter., 2013; Gerasimova et al., 
2017]). In this case, the observed insignificant 22-year 
effects in GCRs are related to the variation with this 
period of preferred HMF polarity by magnetic drift (A is 
the sign of the radial HMF component in the northern 
hemisphere of the heliosphere) [Jokipii et al., 1977]. 
This viewpoint on the role of the two branches of solar 
activity in the heliosphere and GCR modulation in it has 
been analyzed in [Krainev et al., 2015]. 

As the author’s research interests since the mid-

1970s have been in studying the effect of the discovered 

division of the heliosphere into two unipolar hemi-

spheres on the heliosphere and GCR intensity [Shulz, 

1973], the influence of magnetic drift of particles on 

GCR intensity [Jokipii et al., 1977], HMF inversion 

[Rosenberg, Coleman, 1969], etc., he naturally took the 

viewpoint on the role of the two branches of solar ac-

tivity in the heliosphere, which was radically different 

from the above one. 

This viewpoint developed in two ways. On the one 

hand, when the GCR modulation in the heliosphere was 

studied theoretically, the effects of the poloidal branch 

(particularly, of the magnetic drift) on the 11-year and 

22-year GCR intensity variations were analyzed numer-

ically. By excluding the drift term from the GCR modu-

lation equation, the author suggested identifying the 

components associated with the two branches of solar 

activity in the GCR intensity. Each of these branches 

was shown to contribute significantly to both 11-year 

and 22-year intensity variations (see references in [Ka-

linin, Krainev, 2013, Krainev, Kalinin, 2013a]). To de-

termine mechanisms of this process, a method of de-

composing the estimated intensity into partial intensi-

ties, determined by different GCR modulation mecha-

nisms, has been proposed [Krainev, Kalinin, 2013a; 

Krainev, 2015]. A hypothesis has been put forward that 

the particle drift affects other processes (diffusion, con-

vection, adiabatic deceleration of GCR particles) by 

producing an intensity gradient [Krainev, 2013; Krainev 

et al., 2015]. It is important here that unlike diffusion 

that is determined by the presence of the intensity gradi-

ent when particles are transported toward the gradient, 

diminishing it, the drift causes the particle transport 

perpendicular to the gradient and can considerably 

change it without diminishing. 

On the other hand, on the basis of the analysis of da-

ta on solar and heliospheric characteristics important for 

GCR propagation, we examined the formation of the 

heliosphere and its structure, the role of heliospheric 

boundary layers — adjacent to the Sun (in [Krainev, 

Webber, 2004], we called it the basement of the helio-

sphere) and adjacent to interstellar space (the so-called 

inner heliosheath). First, when discussing the effect of 

the two branches of solar activity on the heliospheric 

characteristics important for GCR, the consideration 

was largely qualitative [Krainev et al., 2013]. Then, 

using the model of potential magnetic field with source 

surface (see [Altschuler, Newkirk, 1969; Schatten et al., 

1969] and references in [Hoeksema, 1984]), we deter-

mined the form of magnetic field neutral lines on the 

source surface, which after the line is extended by the 

solar wind in the heliosphere yields an acceptable model 

of the form of the heliospheric current sheet [Krainev, 

Kalinin, 2010]. Krainev, Kalinin [2013b] have exam-

ined characteristics of these forms, their variation with 

sunspot cycle phase, proposed their classification and 

HMF inversion model. Finally, in [Krainev, 2017; 

Krainev et al., 2019] the authors have briefly formulated 

arguments that virtually all SW and HMF characteristics 

important for GCR propagation during moderate and 

low sunspot activity periods are largely determined by 

the manifestation of the poloidal branch of solar activity 

in the heliosphere, which peaks in this period. Clearly, 

the GCR intensity defined by these heliospheric charac-

teristics should also depend on the poloidal branch of 

solar activity in the above solar cycle phases. 

As already noted, the viewpoint on the heliospheric 

processes as defined by both the branches of solar activ-

ity is shared by few. Especially important is, therefore, 

the appearance of the works [Bilenko, Tavastsherna, 

2016; Bilenko, 2018] that consistently try to separate 

contributions of the toroidal and poloidal branches to 

the behavior of the heliospheric characteristics observed 

near Earth. This viewpoint is implicitly developed also 

in [Wang, 2014]. 

This paper discusses in more detail the ideas about 

the dependence of the solar and heliospheric character-

istics important for GCR on the two branches of solar 

activity. General regularities of long-term variations in 

solar activity and GCR intensity are discussed in Sec-

tion 1. Section 2 examines features of the heliosphere as 

an outer layer of the Sun; Section 3 identifies its charac-

teristics important for GCR propagation. Section 4 deals 

with the dependence of characteristics of the helio-

sphere and CR intensity on both the branches of solar 

activity. This dependence is considered qualitatively, 

i.e. without formulating models of heliospheric charac-

teristics, solving the GCR modulation equation, etc. 

Specific models of characteristics used in studying GCR 

propagation in the heliosphere, solution of the corre-

sponding boundary value problem, and analysis of the 

solution to identify effects of each of the branches of solar 

activity are examined separately. Finally, Section 5 pre-

sents the results and conclusions obtained in the paper. 

 

1. LONG-TERM VARIATIONS  

OF SOLAR CHARACTERISTICS  

AND GCR INTENSITY 

To address the question raised in this paper as to what 

causes the long-term GCR intensity variations in the helio-

sphere, let us compare in Figure 1 the time dependences of 

solar activity and GCR intensity characteristics over the 

past 60 years.  

We can see that the two branches of solar activity 

generally develop in antiphase: at sunspot activity max-

imum, poloidal magnetic fields are minimum and exhib-

it inversion. And vice versa, minimum sunspot areas 

and inversion of their associated toroidal magnetic fields 

(manifested as reversal of the polarity of leading and 

following sunspots in a new cycle) are observed during 

the periods when high-latitude SMFs are maximum. 
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Figure 1. Time dependence of characteristics of two 

branches of solar activity and GCR intensity near Earth’s orbit 

in 1957–2019. Periods of HMF inversion (see Subsection 4.2.) 

are indicated by vertical shaded stripes, and over the panels 

are moments of sunspot maxima (MN for the Nth cycle accord-

ing to the Zurich classification) and predominant HMF polari-

ty A. All the characteristics except for those shown in panels b 

and d are 1-year smoothed. Panel a shows the total sunspot area 

for two hemispheres [https://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov], aster-

isks mark the sunspot area average for two Gnevyshev peaks; 

boundaries of latitudinal zones of bipolar active areas with 

Bφ>0 (blue lines) and Bφ<0 (red lines) [https://solarscience. 

msfc.nasa.gov] (b); the high-latitude photospheric magnetic 

field component along the line of sight in the northern and 

southern solar hemispheres (black and lighter lines respectively) 

[http://wso.stanford.edu] (c); the medium-energy GCR intensi-

ty normalized by 100 % in 1987 (protons with kinetic energy 

T>100 MeV) as derived from data taken at 

[https://sites.lebedev.ru/en/DNS_FIAN] (see [Stozhkov et 

al., 2007]) (d) 
 

Since there are normally two maxima (so-called 

Gnevyshev peaks with the Gnevyshev Gap between 

them [Gnevyshev, 1967; Bazilevskaya et al., 2000]) in 

the time profile of the total sunspot area, as an index of 

maximum sunspot area
max

SSS  we take the mean sunspot 

areas in these local maxima, indicated by asterisks for 

solar cycles 19–24 in Figure 1, a. 

The comparison between panels a and d also shows 

that the 11-year variation in GCR intensity is generally 

in antiphase with sunspot activity. Thus, it is clear on 

what the viewpoint that the 11-year GCR intensity vari-

ation (its amplitude and phase) is largely determined by 

sunspot activity is based. At the same time, it is evident 

that different HMF polarities during successive periods 

of low sunspot activity show up in the time profile of 

GCR intensity: the time profile of GCR proton intensity 

is more acute at A<0 and more plateau-like at A>0. 

These details are usually assigned to the effects of 

the total solar magnetic field as if it exists in addition to 

solar cycle.  

Figure 1 suggests that the HMF polarity reversal to 

which GCRs respond occurs during maximum sunspot 

activity periods close to periods of inversion of the po-

loidal branch of solar activity (Figure 1, c) rather than of 

the toroidal one (Figure 1, b). This means that for some 

reason features of the poloidal branch, which is less 

pronounced on the Sun than the toroidal one, manifest 

themselves in the heliosphere. This fact seems to us to 

be the main evidence for the active role of the poloidal 

branch of solar activity in processes occurring in the 

heliosphere, including GCR modulation. 
 

2.  FEATURES OF THE HELIOSPHERE 

AS AN OUTER LAYER OF THE SUN 

To understand features of the heliosphere, it is worth 

considering the heliocentric distance dependence of SW 

and HMF energy density, shown in Figure 2, a. Note that 

the above dependence is valid only to some extent — in 

fact both the Sun and the heliosphere are spherically 

asymmetric, and distribution of the characteristics along 

the ray emanating from the Sun will depend on the direc-

tion of this ray, as well as on the solar cycle phase, time 

within this phase, etc. 

Referring to Figure 2, a, the photosphere exhibits an 

approximate equality of densities of thermal (εT=nkT, 

where n, T, k are the SW density and temperature and the 

Boltzmann constant) and magnetic energy (
2

B ,
8

B
 


 

where B is the magnetic induction), which with distance 

away from the Sun due to decreasing SW density is quick-

ly violated so that up to the distances of the order of r 

HS≈10r


 the main dynamic factor is the magnetic field. At 

the same time, in this layer, which we call, for brevity sake, 

the basement of the heliosphere, SW accelerates. The heli-

osphere extends from r=rHS to r=rHP, where the main dy-

namic factor is the supersonic and super-Alfvén SW (
2

SW / 2,nmV   where V is the SW velocity, m is the 

proton mass). Next is the interstellar medium located very 

close to the Sun (Very Local Interstellar Medium, 

VLISM). 

This spherically symmetric geometry of the helio-

sphere is violated by the solar motion with respect to the 

interstellar medium as well as by the heliolatitude de-

pendence of SW characteristics, thus producing a com-

plicated structure of the heliosphere containing the TS 

surface after which SW becomes subsonic in the helio-

sheath — the layer between TS and heliopause. If the 

motion of the solar system relative to the interstellar 

medium occurs at a supersonic speed, BS is formed in 

the interstellar medium. Figure 2, b, drawn from the 

calculations made in [Baranov, Malama, 1993], pro-

vides an insight into the real structure of the helio-

sphere. 

Thus, for answering the question of interest about 

the relationship between manifestations of the two 

branches on the Sun and in the heliosphere, processes 

occurring in the basement of the heliosphere are of 

paramount importance.  

 

https://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/
http://wso.stanford.edu/
https://sites.lebedev.ru/en/DNS_FIAN
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Figure 2. Features and structure of the heliosphere: density 

of energy of different types (thermal, magnetic, SW kinetic, 

interstellar) as a function of relative heliocentric distance (r/r


, 

where r


 is the photosphere radius in the solar atmosphere as 

derived from data obtained mainly in [Rossi, Olbert, 1970] (a). 

Vertical dashed lines indicate inner (HS) and outer (HP) bound-

aries of the heliosphere; current lines of solar and interstellar 

winds (thin solid and dashed lines respectively) and the main 

surfaces of the heliosphere structure: terminal shock (TS), helio-

pause (HP), and bow shock of the interstellar wind (BS) as de-

rived from the calculations made in [Baranov, Malama, 1993] (b) 

 

3.  HELIOSPHERIC  

CHARACTERISTICS 

IMPORTANT FOR GCR 

PROPAGATION 

Before examining the effect of the two branches of 

solar activity on heliospheric characteristics, let us 

identify the most important of them for GCR propaga-

tion in the heliosphere. According to current view (see, 

e.g., the review [Potgieter, 2013] and references there-

in), in a stationary case the GCR intensity J(r, T) with 

kinetic energy T and momentum p is described by the 

solution of the boundary value problem with the fol-

lowing transport equation for GCR distribution func-

tion 
2( , ) ( , ) / :U r p J r T p  

 (1) 

boundary conditions on the inner (r=rmin) and outer (r = 

rmax) boundaries of the modulation region: 

min
/ 0,

r r
U r


    (2) 

max nm ( ),r rU U p   (3) 

where Unm(p) is the unmodulated GCR distribution 

function in the interstellar medium very close to the 

Sun; as well as by the so-called initial condition — the 

absence of modulation for particles of sufficiently high 

energy (Tmax=100 GeV): 

max
nm max( ).

p p
U U p


  (4) 

In (1), are the particle diffusion tensor, SW 

velocity, and magnetic particle drift velocity respective-

ly. The diffusion tensor is determined by induction of 

regular HMF B and by spectrum of its irregularities in 

wavenumbers P(k). The magnetic drift velocity satisfies 

the expression 

d 2
,

3

pv

q B

 
  

 

B
V  (5) 

where v and q are the particle velocity and charge. 

Thus, in accordance with the purposes of this paper, 

it is necessary to determine the effect of these two 

branches of solar activity on variations of SW velocity, 

regular HMF strength and polarity, spectrum of its ir-

regularities, as well as probably on the form of the GCR 

modulation region boundary. 

 

4.  HELIOSPHERIC 

CHARACTERISTICS 

AND TWO BRANCHES 

OF SOLAR ACTIVITY 

While the most powerful heliospheric factor is the 

solar wind, we first examine processes occurring in the 

basement of the heliosphere and HCS form, rather than 

SW velocity. This choice is due to the fact that through 

the processes in the basement during most solar cycle 

both the SW velocity and the regular HMF distribution 

appear to be organized with respect to the distance from 

HCS. 

4.1. The simplest model of the magnetic field 

in the basement of the heliosphere and HCS 

form 

A model of the potential solar magnetic field with 

source surface is widely used to study GCR variations. 

The model is developed at the Wilcox Solar Observatory 

(WSO) [Schatten et al., 1969; Altschuler, Newkirk, 

a 

b 
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1969; Hoeksema, 1984]) and suggests the complete 

absence of currents in the basement of the heliosphere,

SSr r r  , where r SS is the HMF source surface radius 

— the outer boundary of the basement and the inner 

boundary of the heliosphere. Then, in the potential ap-

proximation for the scalar potential
9

0

,
l

l

l





    satisfy-

ing the equation
2 0,    the solar magnetic field in-

duction B  in the basement of the heliosphere is 

represented as a series expansion in spherical functions 

        

Φ ( )

cos sin

m l
m

l l

m l

lm lm lm lm

r P

g m C r h m D r





  

   


 (6) 

(слева в (6) должно быть Фl) 

with known functions ( ),m

lP  Clm(r), Dlm(r) and coeffi-

cients glm, hlm, determined from results of daily scanning 

of the photospheric magnetic field component along the 

line of sight and boundary conditions at r


  and rSS. On 

the website [http://wso.stanford.edu], two sets of these 

coefficients for two versions of the boundary condition 

at r


 defining results of the WSO model are published 

for each Carrington rotation starting with CR 1642 

(May–June 1976): classical when the whole component 

of SMF induction along the line of sight is used as the 

inner boundary condition, and radial when the SMF 

direction on the photosphere is assumed to be radial. 

Equation (6) allows us to calculate all the three compo-

nents of SMF induction at any point of the basement. It is 

necessary to mention certain drawbacks of the WSO mod-

el: 1) complete absence of currents in the basement, includ-

ing current sheets; 2) source surface is located close to the 

Sun (rSS=2.5r


, 3.25r


 for classical and radial versions of 

the model respectively), although SW becomes supersonic 

and super-Alfvén at much greater distances (rHS>10r


). 

These drawbacks lead to the fact that 1) the radial compo-

nent Br on the source surface appears to be several times 

weaker than it follows from its measurements at Earth’s 

orbit and from the radial dependence inversely proportional 

to the squared heliocentric distance in the heliosphere; 2) 

an increase in the Br(θ, φ) modulus with distance away 

from the current layer does not correspond to the constancy 

of Br(θ, φ) outside HCS derived from the Ulysses data 

[Smith et al., 1995]. It has been shown [Schatten, 1971; 

Zhao, Hoeksema, 1994] that by complicating the models 

these drawbacks can be overcome, but the authors of the 

WSO model did not follow this way, and on the website 

[http://wso.stanford.edu] results of the simple model are 

still posted and widely used. 

The absolute value and the dependence of the Br(θ, 

φ) on coordinates in the source surface, calculated from 

the WSO model, are therefore not employed in the study 

of the GCR modulation in the heliosphere, but the form 

of the calculated neutral lines Br(θ, φ)=0 on this surface 

in the first approximation corresponds to the HCS form, 

as derived from Ulysses, Pioneers, Voyagers data 

[Balogh, Jokipii, 2009; Balogh, Erdos, 2013], and is 

widely used. 

In the following sections, we make extensive use of 

the WSO model results of two types: form of neutral 

isolines Br(θ, φ)=0 on the source surface and the mag-

netic flux through the photosphere and source surface. 

In this case, when calculating B in the basement, we 

omit the monopole term l = 0 in (6), although there are 

respective coefficients in the published sets. In addi-

tion, when calculating SMF fluxes we are interested in 

the contribution of the magnetic fields corresponding 

to different indices l to these fluxes, particularly in the 

contribution of the dipole term l =1. The neutral iso-

lines are considered as bases of heliospheric current 

sheets, and by the above fluxes we can judge on the 

processes occurring in the basement of the heliosphere.  

We demonstrate the capabilities of the WSO model 

to describe SMF in the basement of the heliosphere 

and what occurs at the transition from the photosphere 

to the heliosphere, using one Carrington rotation (CR 

2063, November 2007, the period of low sunspot ac-

tivity) as an example. Consider first the distribution of 

different solar activity effects in the photosphere (cor-

onal holes, filaments, plages, sunspots) compiled from 

McIntosh maps [https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/space-

weather/solar-data/solar-imagery/composites/synoptic-

maps/mc-intosh/ptmc_level3/ptmc_level3_gifs]. Fig-

ure 3 shows polar and low-latitude coronal holes and 

unipolar regions separated by filaments — the remains 

of SMFs of active regions. In the top panel of Figure 4 

is the WSO-model-calculated SMF distribution over 

the photosphere for CR 2063. The WSO model is seen 

to reproduce the main features of the distribution of 

different solar activity effects by the SMF polarity, 

although the model distribution is much more blurred. 

Consider now how the model distributions of Br 

change during the transition from the photosphere to the 

source surface, which are shown in the top and bottom 

panels of Figure 4 respectively. We can see that with 

increasing distance from the photosphere the distribu-

tion of magnetic fields over the basement is considera-

bly simplified. Instead of alternating many unipolar 

SMF areas in the photosphere such as magnetic fields of 

active regions, coronal holes, etc., on the source surface 

there is only one curved neutral line during the period of 

interest, which splits the surface into two unipolar hemi-

spheres, with the Br polarity in them corresponding to 

the polarity of high-latitude fields in the photosphere. At 

the same time, it is evident that the form of the neutral 

line is significantly affected by mid- and low-latitude 

unipolar regions, mainly by coronal holes. 

This simplified distribution of SMF by polarity il-

lustrates the main function of the basement — the fil-

tration of magnetic fields by their characteristic di-

mensions during the transition from the photosphere to 

the heliosphere, giving advantages to large-scale mag-

netic fields even if they are much weaker. For us, this 

means that magnetic fields of the poloidal branch get 

an advantage in penetrating into the heliosphere as 

compared to those of the toroidal one. 

 

 

http://wso.stanford.edu/
http://wso.stanford.edu/
https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/space-weather/solar-data/
https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/space-weather/solar-data/
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Figure 3. Distribution of different solar activity effects near the solar photosphere (McIntosh map) for CR 2063 [https:// 

www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/space-weather/solar-data/solar-imagery/composites/synoptic-maps/mc-intosh/ptmc_level3/ptmc_level3_gifs]. 

The fill color at the bottom corresponds to solar formations and magnetic field polarity 

 

 

Figure 4. Distributions of the radial component of SMF 

induction over the solar photosphere (top panel) and over the 

HMF source surface (bottom panel) calculated by the WSO 

model [Hoeksema, 1984] for CR 2063 as in Figure 3. Iso-

lines of Br =const are indicated by solid thin lines for Br > 

and by dashed lines for Br <0; isolines of Br =0, by thick 

solid lines. Narrow right panels show values of Br in differ-

ent isolines 

 

4.2. Heliospheric current sheet form and 

HMF inversion 

Since during most solar cycle HCS organizes around 

itself polarity distributions of large-scale HMF and SW 

velocity and, hence, some other characteristics im-

portant for GCR, let us first consider the simple classifi-

cation of HMF polarity distribution [Krainev, Kalinin, 

2013b] and its change with solar cycle phase. Krainev, 

Kalinin [2013b] think that the following changes in the 

HMF polarity distribution comprise the HMF inversion 

the time limits of different phases of which for the last 

four solar cycles are summarized in Table (in Carring-

ton rotations and approximately in months and years). 

In addition, the HMF polarity distribution in boundary 

rotations of the last HMF inversion in cycle 24 is shown 

in Figure 5. To draw Table and Figure 5, we have used 

the classical version of the WSO model. When another 

(radial) version of the WSO model is employed, there 

may be minor changes in the boundaries of HMF inver-

sion phases. 

Within about 7–8 of 11 years, the heliosphere was 
divided by the only global (i.e. covering all longitudes) 
HCS into two unipolar hemispheres. Examples of such 
HMF polarity distributions are given in panels a and e 
of Figure 5. Such an HMF distribution may be called 
dipole and described by the predominant polarity A by 
the sign of Br in the northern hemisphere. 
The dipole HMF phase represents epochs of moderate 
and low sunspot activity. 

As the epoch of the maximum toroidal branch of so-

lar activity approaches, in addition to the global HCS 

there appear local HCSs bounding the areas of opposite 

polarity within the unipolar hemispheres (Figure 5, b). 

Let us call the period of this HMF distribution the phase 

of their pre-inversion. Then, the global HCS is broken, 

after some time (HMF inversion phase, panels c and d) it is 
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formed again, but HMF polarity in each hemisphere is 

reversed. In this case, during several rotations (HMF post-

inversion phase, panel e) areas of opposite polarity may 

still exist in the unipolar hemispheres; then during the next 

7–8 years there is the only global HCS (new HMF dipole 

phase, Figure 5, f). 

Intervals outside the inversion periods listed in Table 

refer to continuous dipole phases of HMF with corre-

sponding polarity lasting for 7–8 years. The only excep-

tion, omitted in Table, is the emergence of a small area 

of negative polarity in the large positive hemisphere in 

Carrington rotation 2037 (November 24, 2005 – De-

cember 21, 2005). 

During the HMF dipole phase, the degree of wavi-

ness of the global HCS changes. This degree is usually 

characterized by the so-called quasi-tilt value equal to 

half of the heliolatitude range occupied by the global 

HCS, 

HCS HCS

max min
qt ,

2

 
    

where 
HCS

max  and
HCS

min  are the maximum and minimum 

heliolatitudes of the global HCS. The αqt value is regu-

larly published and widely used for analyzing the be-

havior of GCRs. Note that on the website 

[http://wso.stanford.edu] this characteristic is presented 

for both the versions of the WSO model and not only 

for the period of the dipole HMF. If there are several 

HCSs (panels b, e in Figure 5), the maximum and min-

imum heliolatitudes are calculated from all existing 

HCSs. In our opinion, the use of the quasi-tilt for HMF 

inversion periods in the analysis and modeling of GCRs 

is difficult to justify. 

Thus, the HMF inversion in phase with the inversion 

of poloidal, rather than toroidal, SMFs is important evi-

dence of the influence of the poloidal branch of solar 

activity in the heliosphere. During the HMF inversion 

period close to the phase of the toroidal branch maxi-

mum, the effect of weak poloidal fields on SW and 

HMF strength is however small as compared to the 

maximum effect of the toroidal branch and its associat-

ed non-stationary phenomena (solar flares, coronal mass 

ejections, etc.). We therefore restrict ourselves to the 

HMF dipole phase when discussing the effect of the 

poloidal branch of solar activity on the behavior of 

characteristics important for GCRs. 
 

 

Figure 5. Change in the HMF polarity distribution during 

inversion through the example of cycle 24. The last rotation of 

the HMF dipole phase before inversion (a); the first rotation of 

the pre-inversion phase (b); the first and last rotations of the 

HMF inversion phase (c, d ); the last rotation of the post-

inversion phase (e); the first rotation of the new dipole HMF 

phase (f) 

 

4.3. Solar wind velocity field 

The organizing effect of HCS on the SW velocity 

field and HMF, discussed in the previous section, during 

much of the solar cycle in the first approximation means 

that at the base of the heliosphere 1) the SW velocity is 

minimum on HCS and increases rapidly with distance 

away from it [Hundhausen, 1972; Shulz, 1973], see also 

[Wang, Sheeley, 1990; Arge, Pizzo, 2000]; 2) the radial 

HMF component within the hemisphere is unipolar and 

at a certain heliocentric distance is uniform in each of 

the two hemispheres separated by the global HCS 

[Smith et al., 1995]. 

The above arrangement of SW fields and HMFs rela-

tive to the global HCS is well illustrated in Figure 6 based 

on Ulysses data (the third fast flight of Ulysses from the 

southern polar latitude to the northern one). We can see 

that the SW velocity becomes high; and HMF, unipolar 

and uniform in the radial component approximately at in-

stants (indicated by vertical dashed lines) when the 

spacecraft goes out of the latitudinal zone occupied by the  

 

Time limits of HMF inversion phases in the last four solar cycles 

HMF 

inversion 

phase 

Solar cycle 

HMF polarity A 

before/after inver-

sion 

SC 21 

+/–  
SC 22 

– /+  
SC 23 

+/–  
SC 24 

– /+  

pre-inversion 

HMF 
Carrington rotations 

month, year 
1670–1682 

07.1978–06.1979 
1809–1813 

11.1988–03.1989 
1942–1952 

11.1998–08.1999 
2104–2118 

12.2010–12.2011 

HMF 

inversion 
Carrington rotations 

month, year 
1683–1693 

07.1979–03.1980 
1814–1834 

04.1989–10.1990 
1953–1958 

09.1999–01.2000 
2119–2147  

01.2012–02.2014 

HMF post-

inversion  
Carrington rotations 

month, year 
1694–1711 

04.1980–08.1981 
1835–1847 

11.1990–10.1991 
1959–1990 

02.2000–06.2002 
2148–2153  

03.2014–08.2014 

http://wso.stanford.edu/
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global HCS, calculated using the classical, not radial, 

version of the WSO model [URL WSO]. 

Thus, due to the influence of large-scale (mostly po-

loidal) SMFs in the basement of the heliosphere the SW 

velocity and density in huge heliospheric regions 

change approximately twice in phase with activity of the 

poloidal branch. Because of the change in the SW ve-

locity and density, the size of the GCR modulation re-

gion may also change greatly, rmax~(nV
2
)

1/2
.  

Furthermore, these features lead both to a significant 

latitude dependence of the longitude-averaged SW ve-

locity and to the formation of SW streams of different 

velocities in close longitudes in the latitudinal zone oc-

cupied by the global HCS. The streams can be clearly 

seen in the middle panel of Figure 6. As a consequence, 

this gives rise to regions of their interaction, enhanced 

HMF disturbance, etc. [Richardson, 2018]. 
 

4.4. Magnetic fluxes and radial component of 

regular HMF 

Krainev [2017] has observed high amplitude of SW 

velocity and HMF variations generated by the poloidal 

branch of solar activity. The modulus of the HMF 

strength vector change during the transition from one 

maximum of the toroidal cycle to the next one (when 

HMF reverses forming the 22-year cycle) is compared 

with the variation in the HMF strength modulus in the 

sunspot (or 11-year) cycle. Thus, virtually throughout 

the heliosphere the HMF variation in the poloidal cycle 

is not smaller than that in the toroidal cycle. 

As one of the main features of HMF distribution the 

previous section considers the constancy of the absolute 

value of Br(θ, φ) at a certain heliocentric distance in each of 

the unipolar hemispheres, clearly shown in the bottom 

panel of Figure 6. Now figure out which of the two 

branches of solar activity is responsible for this very value.  

 

Figure 6. SW velocity (panel b) versus HMF radial com-

ponent, reduced to 1 AU (panel c), along the Ulysses trajecto-

ry [http://ufa.esac.esa.int/ufa/#data]. Panel a shows the behav-

ior of the heliolatitude (solid line) and heliocentric distance 

(dashed line) of Ulysses, as well as maximum and minimum 

heliolatitudes of the global HCS for the classical (dash-dotted 

line) and radial (dash-dot-dot line) versions of the WSO model 

[http://wso.stanford.edu] 

Figure 7 compares time variations in the solar mag-
netic flux through the photosphere, the source surface 
(provided that Br (θ, φ) is constant) and the sphere r =1 
AU, as well as compares the absolute value of the high-
latitude solar magnetic field component along the line of 
sight with the value total for both the hemispheres. Note 
that the last value has no meaning of flux but is a good 
indicator of the poloidal branch of solar activity. We can 
see that the magnetic flux through the photosphere be-
haves similarly to the toroidal branch (a maximum flux 
occurs during the period of maximum sunspot area), and 
the contribution of the dipole fields to this flux is small. 
Conversely, the magnetic flux through the source surface 
(or open SMF flux) is significantly shifted in time, its 
maximum is observed after the maximum sunspot area, 
and the contribution of the dipole fields to it is major (es-
pecially during periods of moderate and low sunspot ac-
tivity). 

The open flux is seen to correlate well with the HMF 
strength, but in the first years of the HMF dipole phase 
both the characteristics correlate better with the decay-
ing SMF flux through the photosphere (i.e. with sunspot 
activity) than with increasing activity of the poloidal 
branch. In the second half of the HMF dipole phase, the 
situation changes. In this paper, to evaluate the effect of 
the poloidal branch of solar activity on the HMF flux, 
we use the idea that characteristics of this branch of 
solar activity during the epoch of solar minimum deter-
mine the next maximum of this cycle. In fact, this idea 
is the basis of a number of methods (beginning from 
[Ohl, 1966]) for forecasting maximum characteristics of 
sunspot cycle [Hathaway, 2015]. 

Consider first the correlation between the minimum 

value 
min

rB  and
max

SSS . To the left in Figure 8 is the regres-

sion of these characteristics. It is evident that the correla-
tion is very high. Calculate now the coefficient of correla-

tion between rB  at t and
max

SSS  and examine its time de-

pendence. To the right in Figure 8 is the behavior of this 
coefficient as a function of time shift relative to the time of 

minimum of rB . We can see that during the period 

   min 2.5,1.5rt t B    the correlation coefficient is very 

high (ρ>0.95), but before this period it quite dramatically 
decreases. We take this fact as an indication that in the 

period of high correlation between rB  and 
max

SSS  HMF 

observed near Earth is determined mainly by the poloidal 
branch of solar activity. Note that this period is close to that 
when, according to the model [Bilenko, 2018], the contri-
bution of poloidal SMFs in HMF observed near Earth ex-
ceeds the contribution of the toroidal branch SMF. 

 

5. DISCUSSION  

AND CONCLUSIONS 

Let us discuss first the apparent contradiction between 
the active role of HCS in forming SW velocity field 
(Subsection 4.3) and in identifying SW as a leading dy-
namic factor in the heliosphere (Section 2). The organizing 
role of HCS develops in the basement of the heliosphere, 

a 

b 

c 

http://ufa.esac.esa.int/ufa/#data
http://wso.stanford.edu/
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Figure 7. Magnetic flux through different layers of the so-

lar atmosphere and poloidal solar field in 1970–2018. Vertical 

shaded stripes and text over the panels mean the same as in 

Figure 1. All the characteristics are 1-year smoothed. Solar 

magnetic fluxes are calculated using the radial version of the 

WSO model [http://wso.stanford.edu] without monopole term 

and are given in arbitrary units. Magnetic flux through the 

solar photosphere (black line) and contribution of dipole mag-

netic fields to this characteristic (gray line) (a); the same as in 

panel a but for a source surface (b); absolute value of the high-

latitude solar magnetic field component along the line of sight 

total for two hemispheres [http://wso.stanford.edu] (c); abso-

lute value of the HMF radial component as derived from 

measurements at Earth’s orbit [ftp://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/ 

data/omni/low_res_omni] (d). In the bottom panel, asterisks 

mark minimum values of ,rB  and horizontal lines show the 

periods (see Figure 8) when we associate this value with the 

poloidal branch of solar activity 

 

 

Figure 8. Correlation between the absolute value of near-

Earth HMF radial component 
r

B  during low sunspot activity 

and the maximum value of this activity 
max

SS
S  (average for two 

Gnevyshev peaks, see Section 1 and Figure 1) in the next cy-

cle for cycles 21–24. Correlation between minimum values Br 

and
max

SS
S  (left); correlation coefficient between Br(t) and

max

SS
S  

as a function of time shift relative to the time of minimum of 

Br (right). The dashed line shows a period when ρ>0.95 

 

where SMF is responsible for the separation of field 

lines into closed upon the photosphere and open to the 

heliosphere, along which SW, accelerated also in the 

basement, flows. In particular, under SMF neutral lines 

on the source surface there is a belt of closed field lines 

(helmet formations), and this determines the low SW 

velocity near HCS. In addition, for the lines open to the 

heliosphere SMF generates the geometry of flux tubes 

(the cross-section area as a function of distance along 

the tube), being responsible for the SW velocity in-

crease with distance from HCS [Wang, Sheeley, 1990]. 

Indeed, the relative role of each of the branches of 

solar activity in heliospheric processes, particularly in 

GCR modulation, changes with solar cycle phase. Dur-

ing sunspot maximum, the toroidal branch is main for 

the heliosphere, the more so as in this period phenome-

na of the poloidal branch are very weak. In the early 

HMF dipole phase when the phenomena of the toroidal 

branch become weaker, whereas those of the poloidal 

branch become stronger, the effect of sunspot activity 

still prevails, at least, in the formation of HMF strength 

and spectrum of its irregularities. The role of this branch 

in forming the velocity field and global HCS form is not 

yet entirely clear. In most of the second half of the HMF 

dipole phase until the intensity of phenomena is maxi-

mum in the poloidal branch and minimum in the toroi-

dal branch, the poloidal branch plays, in our opinion, the 

main role in the heliosphere (including the GCR modu-

lation in it). Finally, at the end of the HMF dipole phase 

when the poloidal branch weakens and the toroidal one 

increases, the effect of both the branches on heliospher-

ic processes again becomes comparable. 

It is sometimes surprising why the conclusion about 

the importance of not only the toroidal branch but also 

of the poloidal one in heliospheric processes, including 

GCR modulation, seems so significant for us. In the 

end, whether it is really important for description of 

GCR behavior which solar activity features determine a 

certain phenomenon in the heliosphere (for example, 

generation of the global HCS or extremely inhomoge-

neous heliolatitudinal distribution of SW velocity) or 

not, if its characteristics and mechanisms of action on 

GCR are known. For us it is primarily a question of 

relating physics of different heliospheric layers, each 

with its own characteristics. Indeed, the heliosphere is 

one of the solar layers specially related to lower layers, 

and it may also involve processes of HMF transfor-

mation under the action of the field of velocities, this 

time SW velocities. In fact, these are HMFs in the Par-

ker models which correspond to the development of the 

longitudinal, i.e. toroidal, component from the radial, 

i.e. poloidal, one under the action of non-rotating SW 

flowing radially and rotating HMF source surface. The 

turn of SW in the heliosheath to the heliospheric tail 

naturally leads to a change in all the three HMF compo-

nents in this region. 

Finally, we formulate conclusions of this paper. 

 A significant role in forming and developing the 
heliospheric characteristics important for GCR propaga-
tion in it is played both by the toroidal branch of solar 
activity (active regions, sunspots and associated phe-
nomena) and by the poloidal branch (coronal holes, 
high-latitude magnetic fields, zonal unipolar magnetic 
field regions), the role of each of the branches changing 
with solar cycle phase. The poloidal branch of solar 
activity determines the generation of the global HCS 
and its related distributions of SW velocity and HMF 
radial component, the formation of the region of interac-
tion between multispeed SW streams. During low sun-
spot activity, the regular HMF strength is likely to de-
pend on magnetic fields of the poloidal branch too. 

 The more significant role of the poloidal branch 

in the heliosphere than in near-Sun layers of the solar 

http://wso.stanford.edu/
http://wso.stanford.edu/
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atmosphere is due to the processes occurring in the layer 

located between them, where the main dynamic factor is 

SMF. Hence, during penetration of solar magnetic fields 

into the heliosphere larger-scale fields gain advantage 

and special SW and HMF characteristics are formed. 

 As a result of the above heliospheric processes 

the main observed long-term variation of GCR intensity 

(11-year cycle) as well as the 22-year cyclicity are 

caused by both the branches of solar activity, the role of 

each of the branches changing with solar cycle phase. 

To determine the specific mechanism of this action re-

quires a detailed simulation of GCR propagation in the 

heliosphere and additional calculations. 

I am grateful to all teams of researchers presenting 

their findings on the Internet. This work was supported in 

part by RFBR grants No. 17-02-00584a, 18-02-00582a, 

19-52-60003 SA-t. 
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